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Spectroscopic imaging: Basic principles
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Abstract

Spectroscopic imaging (SI) is a method that enables the measurement of the spatial distribution of metabolite concentrations in tissue. In this
paper, an overview of measurement and processing techniques for SI is given. First, the basic structure of SI pulse sequences is introduced and
the concepts of k-space, point spread function and spatial resolution are described. Then, special techniques are presented for the purpose of
eliminating spurious signals and reducing measurement time. Finally, basic post-processing of SI data and the methods for viewing the results of

SI measurement are summarized.
© 2008 Elsevier Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

In vivo magnetic resonance spectroscopy (MRS) is a method
hat enables the analysis and quantification of metabolites
resent in a tissue under investigation. The information con-
ent of the MRS signal is found in its frequency domain, i.e., the
ignal is viewed in the form of a spectrum as described in ref.
1]. There are two major approaches to localize the MRS signal:
ingle voxel spectroscopy (SVS), in which the spatial origin of
he signal is constrained by gradient selection of three orthog-
nal slices [2], and spectroscopic imaging (SI), which applies
patial phase encoding as in MRI. Thus, the MRS signal from
ultiple volume elements (voxels) is acquired simultaneously in
I. The basic principles of SI will be introduced in this review.

more detailed description of SI can be found in textbooks
3,4].

Spectroscopic imaging is also called chemical shift imaging
CSI) or magnetic resonance spectroscopic imaging (MRSI),
ince it enables the spatially encoding of single spectral compo-
ents, representing the chemical shift of an individual metabolite

5,6]. This method yields spectra that are assigned to particular
ocations in the sample (instead of pixel intensities as in MRI). In
his respect, the method combines features of both conventional
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RI and SVS. After suitable quantification of the measured
pectra, the results can be represented by/displayed as images
f individual metabolite concentrations.

. SI pulse sequence

To highlight the similarities and differences between an SI
ulse sequence and MRI, let us consider the basic scheme of a
imple MRI sequence as depicted in Fig. 1. The beginning of
he sequence block is typically composed of the excitation RF
ulse, which is applied simultaneously with the slice-selective
radient. This initial block of slice excitation is followed by the
hase-encoding gradient. Depending on the sequence type, one
r several 180◦ refocusing pulses for the spin-echo formation or
read-out dephasing gradient for the gradient echo formation

an be inserted. The end of the sequence block is composed of the
requency-encoding gradient, which is applied simultaneously
ith signal acquisition. The directions of the slice selection,
hase- and frequency-encoding gradients are mutually orthog-
nal. The sequence block is repeated several times with varying
mplitude of the phase-encoding gradient. The MRI signal is
cquired as discrete points (samples) in k-space. In a classical

pin warp sequence, one line of k-space is acquired per rep-
tition of the sequence block. Each dimension of k-space in
RI is converted to the corresponding spatial dimension in the

mage using the Fourier transform (FT) process. In 3D MRI, an
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Fig. 1. Scheme of a basic MR imaging pulse sequence.

dditional phase-encoding gradient is applied in the slice direc-
ion to sample all three spatial dimensions.

Similar to MR imaging, depending on how many dimensions
pectra are spatially resolved in, 1D, 2D or 3D SI can be
istinguished. A scheme of the 1D spin-echo SI sequence is
hown in Fig. 2.

The beginning of the SI sequence block, similarly to the
RI pulse sequence, is composed of slice selection accom-

lished by the simultaneous application of the RF pulse and
he slice-selective gradient. Following the slice selection, a
hase-encoding gradient with varying amplitude between each
equence block repetition is applied. One or several 180◦ refo-

using pulses for the spin-echo formation and for volume
election (see below for details) can be added to the sequence
lock. At the end of the sequence block, the signal acquisi-
ion part is present. In a classical SI sequence, the MRS signal

s
w
t
t

ig. 2. Scheme of a 1D spectroscopic imaging pulse sequence and corresponding 1D
-space with negative minimum of ky is shown. By sequence repetition while varyin
f 1D SI is stepwise sampled. The additional gradients (spoilers) for the elimination
urther details.
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s acquired without a frequency-encoding gradient. Conse-
uently, in contrast to MRI, the acquired MRS signal contains
ifferent frequencies that correspond to the chemical shift and
ot to the spatial origin of the signal. Thus, the MRS signal
fter FT, the spectrum, represents information about the chemi-
al structure of the substances present in the sample. The MRS
ignal is sampled either as an echo or as a free induction decay
FID). Since in practice a FID signal is mostly used, we will
urther refer to the acquired MRS signal as a FID signal.

. Data acquisition and k-space in SI

The structure and the sampling of k-space in SI are differ-
nt from MRI. To obtain spatially encoded spectral information
rom the measured sample, an individual FID signal for each
-space point has to be acquired. The position of the point in k-
pace corresponds to the actual amplitude of the phase-encoding
radients. This is schematically shown in Fig. 2, where one
-space point corresponding to one complex array of FID is
epicted and the process of filling the k-space along the ky axis
s shown. Due to the fact that it takes a rather long time for a FID
ignal to be sampled, only one k-space point (one FID signal) is
ampled during one sequence block in classical SI.

The 1D sequence can be easily extended to 2D (Fig. 3a) or
D (Fig. 3b) variants. In 2D and 3D SI, two and three orthogonal
hase-encoding gradients are applied, respectively. The phase-
ncoding gradients are applied in the plane parallel to the slice
n 2D SI, with the third gradient (called partition-encoding gra-
ient) pointing perpendicular to the slice in 3D SI. After the

patial reconstruction, spectra from each element of a matrix,
hich is called the spectroscopic grid, are available. In 2D SI,

he size of the grid corresponds to the field of view (FOV) of
he SI experiment. In 3D SI, several grids with the same FOV,

k-space filling. The acquisition of one FID corresponding to the point of SI
g the amplitude of the phase-encoding gradient in the y direction, the k-space
of spurious coherences are, for the sake of simplicity, not shown. See text for
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ig. 3. Scheme of 2D (a) and 3D (b) spectroscopic imaging pulse sequences wit
spoilers) for the elimination of spurious coherences are, for the sake of simplic

ach corresponding to one partition of the excited slice thick-
ess, are available. The number of voxels in the spectroscopic
rid (and also the number of partitions) depends on the number
f phase-encoding steps performed in the sequence along the
orresponding directions.

. Point spread function (PSF) and spatial resolution of
n SI experiment
.1. Point spread function

When neglecting the non-rectangular profile of RF pulses,
he signal in SVS is spatially confined to a region with a rectan-

e
t
p
u

esponding k-space filling. The slice selection gradients and additional gradients
ot shown. See text for further details.

ular shape. In contrast to SVS, since the signal in SI is spatially
ncoded by a finite number of phase-encoding steps, the spa-
ial origin of the signal does not generally coincide with the
ectangular shape of the voxel in the spectroscopic grid. From
he properties of the FT, it follows that after data reconstruction
he signal of the voxel is contaminated with signals from other
oxels. In MR jargon, this phenomenon is referred to as voxel
bleeding”. The same effect leads in MRI to a so-called Gibbs
inging artifact in images acquired with a low matrix size. The

ffect can be mathematically described by the introduction of
he point spread function (PSF) [3]. In detail, the signal in a
articular voxel after FT corresponds to the convolution of the
ndisturbed, spatially continuous time domain signal and the
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Fig. 4. Point spread function for 1D SI with 16 phase-encoding steps and
FOV = 160 mm. The function shows how neighboring voxels contribute to the
voxel positioned in the center of the PSF. Due to the oscillatory nature of the
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SF, the signal contribution of other voxels can be either positive or negative
the signal is added or subtracted).

SF, which is positioned with its maximum in the center of the
articular voxel. In other words, the PSF stands for a weighting
actor determining how the signals of other voxels contribute
o the particular voxel. The typical shape of the PSF of an SI
xperiment is shown in Fig. 4. Because the PSF also has nega-
ive values, some voxels contribute to the overall signal of the
articular voxel negatively (their signal is subtracted). The shape
f the PSF is strongly influenced by the k-space sampling method
nd the number of phase-encoding steps applied. With a decreas-
ng number of phase-encoding steps, the shape of the main lobe
f the PSF broadens and the side lobes become higher—the
oxel bleeding phenomenon becomes more pronounced. On the
ther hand, the PSF effect may be neglected when more than 64
hase-encoding steps are employed. Unfortunately, such a large
umber of steps is not achievable in practice due to an unac-
eptable measurement time. Therefore, 8–32 phase-encoding
teps in each direction are commonly used when examining
umans.

The PSF shape is also influenced by k-space weighting and
-space filtering (see Sections 6.2.1 and 7.3).

The PSF effects have another practical implication: because
he lipid signal from the subcutaneous regions is about a thou-
and times greater than the signal of metabolites, the contribution
f lipids to the spectrum of the human brain due to voxel bleed-
ng can be significant. To avoid lipid contamination, techniques
o suppress spurious signals such as volume pre-selection and
uter volume suppression in SI are often necessary.

.2. Spatial resolution in SI
Spatial resolution refers to the smallest resolvable distance
etween two different objects. The most straightforward defini-
ion of spatial resolution takes into account the relation of the
OV and the number of phase-encoding steps N. Here, we call

i
O
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t nominal spatial resolution D and it is defined by the relation

≡ FOV

N
(5.1)

Spatial resolution defined in this manner is commonly used
n MRI; however, the practical application of it in SI is limited
y the fact that the value of D is not dependent on the PSF
hape, which is pronounced in SI due to the small number of
hase-encoding steps applied.

The more general, but less straightforward definition of spa-
ial resolution takes partially into account the effect of PSF and
s more suitable for SI. Here, we call it effective spatial resolu-
ion D′ and it is defined as the width of the rectangular function
hat has the same height as the value of PSF at the global max-
mum and its area the same as the area under the PSF curve.
t can be shown [7] that if no k-space filtering is applied, the
ominal spatial resolution D given in Eq. (5.1) equals the effec-
ive spatial resolution D′. The value of D′ is directly related to
he PSF shape, and thus when k-space filtering is performed or
on-rectangular sampling of k-space is used, D no longer equals
′, but D′ is generally larger (the effective spatial resolution
ecomes worse).

. Suppression of unwanted signals

.1. Volume pre-selected SI

The idea of volume pre-selected SI sequences is to incor-
orate the volume selection used in PRESS or STEAM single
oxel spectroscopy into a SI sequence [8,9]. The volume selec-
ion in these sequences is achieved by a combination of three
rthogonal slice-selective excitations as described in ref. [2].
n contrast to SVS, the PRESS excitation in SI is additionally
ombined with two-phase-encoding gradients, and the signal is
ampled as described in the previous section. The image of the
econstructed SI grid and selected rectangular volume of interest
VOI) is shown in Fig. 5.

Apart from the elimination of spurious signals, the approach
f volume pre-selection brings another advantage. To prevent
liasing artifacts, all regions of the sample contributing to the
easured signal have to be inside the FOV. This is a restriction

actor for the minimum achievable FOV size and the minimum
oxel size achievable per fixed time. However, when volume
re-selection is used and only a restricted area of the sample
s excited, FOV can be reduced correspondingly and a better
patial resolution achieved without the occurrence of aliasing
rtifacts. Due to imperfections in the pulse profiles, areas outside
he selected VOI are also partially excited and contribute to the

easured signal. Therefore, the FOV should always be larger
han the VOI and positioned so that the VOI is in the center of
he spectroscopic grid.

.2. Outer volume suppression
Another possibility to avoid undesired signals in the spectrum
s a method called outer-volume suppression (OVS) [9,10]. In
VS, areas giving rise to spurious signals are saturated by slice
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Fig. 7. Scheme of the OVS sequence block. The OVS sequence block excites
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ig. 5. 2D spectroscopic imaging with volume pre-selection. Only the region in
he rectangle is excited to eliminate spurious signals.

elective pulses prior to the SI sequence. Several saturation slices
an be used to cover the regions to be suppressed, as shown in
ig. 6.

After the excitation of a particular saturation slice, the gener-
ted transverse magnetization is spoiled by the spoiler gradient
s shown in Fig. 7. Since the profiles of the slices are never
xactly rectangular, care should be taken when positioning
aturation slices close to the area of interest because partial
uppression of the signals inside the area can occur. Because
aturation pulses have to be applied one after another, recovery
f saturated longitudinal magnetization until the start of the SI
equence should be taken into account, especially when many
aturation slices are employed. One possibility to cope with this
s to use varying flip angles of the individual saturation slices

epending on their order in the saturation sequence. Also, due
o finite T1, the magnetization in the saturated region is always
artially recovered at the time of application of the following
aturation pulses. Multiple excitations in overlapping regions

ig. 6. Positioning of saturation slices in the head to avoid signals from the
ubcutaneous fat. The position and thickness of individual slices can be freely
djusted.
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nd spoils a signal in the adjusted saturation slice. To suppress signals from
ultiple slices the OVS sequence block is repeated for each saturation slice

rior to the SI sequence.

ay, therefore, result in unwanted echo formations leading to
artial refocusing of spoiled magnetization. As a consequence,
uboptimal signal suppression in the overlapping areas can be
bserved. Therefore, to achieve optimal results the OVS concept
s often combined with volume pre-selection.

.3. Water suppression

For suppressing the spurious signal of water in SI, techniques
dentical to those in single voxel spectroscopy are commonly
sed. The water suppression block in SI is typically inserted prior
o the OVS block. For a detailed review of water suppression
echniques the reader is referred to ref. [2].

. Measurement time and techniques for its reduction

.1. Measurement time

To encode positions of the voxels, a sequence with all com-
inations of phase-encoding increments in all directions has to
e repeated. For 3D SI with Nx, Ny, Nz steps (voxels) along the
orresponding direction, and with Navq representing the number
f averages, the measurement time Tmea becomes

mea = NxNyNzNavqTR (7.1)

Due to signal-to-noise and quantification requirements of the
easured spectra, the repetition time TR of the sequence has

o be long enough (typically, TR = 1500 ms). For eight phase-
ncoding steps along each direction, TR = 1500 ms and Navq = 1
he measurement time Tmea equals 12.8 min. If more encoding
teps are desired to achieve better spatial resolution, Tmea soon
ecomes too long for clinical measurements. For reducing the
easurement time, several techniques can be used. The most

mportant representatives will be presented in more detail below.

.2. Techniques for the reduction of measurement time
.2.1. k-space sampling reduction and k-space weighting
In classical SI, data for each point in k-space are acquired.

owever, the rectangular shape of k-space and the properties of
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Fig. 8. Circular 2D k-space sampling. Only combinations of phase-encoding
gradients corresponding to k-values inside the area of k-space delimited by
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Fig. 9. The scheme of a turbo SI sequence. Each echo (e–g) is individually phase
encoded by the application of phase-encoding gradients (a and b). After an echo
the gradients with inverse amplitudes (c and d) are applied to restore the phase
of the spins. Additional gradients (spoilers) are symmetrically placed around the
refocusing pulses (h) to compensate for imperfections in the refocusing pulses.
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first slice. The total number of slices that can be simultaneously
sampled during one TR depends on the length of TR, TE and
acquisition time. In a T1-weighted MRI spin-echo sequence,
it is typically possible to acquire 10–15 slices during one TR.

Fig. 10. The scheme of a multi-slice SI sequence. The block of slice selection
is followed by phase-encoding gradients in the x and y directions (a and b).
After the signal of the first slice has been sampled, another slice selection block
with phase-encoding gradients (c and d) and echo sampling is applied. The
frequency of excitation and refocusing pulses varies, therefore, the signal of each
circle are measured, and the remaining k-space values are filled with
eros.

T make it possible to exclude sampling of certain portions of
-space without a substantial loss of spatial resolution. The most
requently used possibility for k-space sampling reduction is to
easure and sample data only inside a circular (spherical) region

see Fig. 8). The remaining data in k-space are not measured but
lled with zero signals instead to create a rectangular grid for
FT [11].

Apart from reducing the measurement time, this also leads
o the improvement of the PSF profile. For example, the side-
obes of the PSF are reduced in circular sampling compared to
ectangular sampling. This is, however, at the expense of a slight
roadening of the central PSF lobe. In practical terms, this means
hat the voxel bleeding effect is reduced but the effective spatial
esolution becomes worse. Also, circular sampling leads to an
sotropic PSF in comparison to rectangular sampling, in which
he PSF side lobes are propagated only along the principal axis.
ariations of circular sampling to achieve further improvements
ave been suggested [12].

.2.2. Turbo SI
The second possibility for significantly reducing the scan-

ing time of an SI experiment is to use the turbo SI sequence
13]. The scheme of such a sequence is shown in Fig. 9. Simi-
arly to the MRI turbo spin-echo sequence, multiple echoes are
roduced in turbo SI, each of which is phase coded and stored
n k-space. In the case of turbo SI with PRESS volume pre-
election, the classical double spin-echo block is followed by a
rain of individually phase coded 180◦ pulses along with signal
etection periods. To provide sufficient spectral resolution in the
requency domain, and due to the absence of a read-out gradient,
he acquisition time of an echo in SI is much longer than in MRI.

onsequently, the difference in TE between particular echoes is

ignificant in turbo SI. Since the amplitude of the echo depends
xponentially on the TE/T2, the echoes experience strongly dif-
erent degrees of T2 weighting. This fact introduces errors to the

e
(
i
g
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t the end of the sequence block a spoiler gradient is applied (not shown) to
liminate residual coherence of the transversal magnetization before the next
xcitation pulse is applied.

econstructed MRS data. Therefore, the acceptable turbo factor
usually 2–3) depends on the actual T2 of the tissue.

.2.3. Multi-slice SI
The time interval between the end of signal acquisition and

he beginning of the next repetition of the sequence block can be
sed for the excitation and sampling of the signals of other slices.
his concept, commonly used in MRI, can, in principle, also be
dapted to SI [14]. The scheme of a multi-slice SI (also called
ulti-section SI) sequence is shown in Fig. 10. Another slice

election block with a phase-encoding gradient and MRS signal
ampling is inserted after the sampling period of the signal of the
cho (e and f) originates from a different slice. Additional gradients (spoilers)
g) are symmetrically placed around the refocusing pulse to compensate for
mperfections in the refocusing pulse. At the end of the sequence block, a spoiler
radient is applied (not shown) to eliminate residual coherence of the transversal
agnetization before the next excitation pulse is applied.
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ecause the sampling time in SI is longer than in MRI, the
umber of slices that can be simultaneously acquired within one
R period in SI is typically limited to two to three slices per TR.

In a multi-slice SI sequence, the single spin-echo technique
or signal excitation is commonly used. Volume pre-selection
echniques (such as PRESS) are usually not implemented in

ulti-slice SI because the application of the excitation pulses
ith gradients perpendicular to the slice orientation would cause

aturation of the signal of adjacent slices. For the elimination of
purious signals in the sampled slices, water suppression and
VS blocks can be inserted prior to each slice selection block.

.2.4. Other fast SI techniques
Due to the rather long time needed for the measurement of

I with sufficient resolution in three dimensions, SI sequences
re mostly used in 2D mode. Various fast SI sequences, suitable
or 3D SI, have been adopted [15] such as sequences using time-
arying gradients during the read-out period [16–19], sequences
erived from the steady state MR imaging sequences, or the
ecently implemented parallel spectroscopic imaging techniques
20]. The concept of these sequences goes beyond the scope
f this review. Further research and the new invention of SI
equences and their application to achieve better spatial resolu-
ion in an acceptable scanning time are expected.

. Post-processing of SI data

After the SI data has been measured, FID signals from par-
icular voxels can be directly reconstructed by discrete FT. This
s done off-line. However, to optimally make use of the infor-

ation present in the measured SI data, several post-processing
teps are usually applied (both prior and after FT). Various meth-
ds have been proposed to account for various effects affecting
he measured data as described in the literature [21,22]. The
asic procedure for SI data post-processing may comprise the
ollowing steps:

k-space manipulations: zero filling, grid shifting, k-space fil-
tering.
Discrete FT along the spatial dimensions.
Time domain manipulations: zero filling, time domain filtering
(apodization).
Discrete FT in the spectral dimension.
Phase correction, baseline correction and curve fitting with
estimation of the area under each curve.
Display of the results—metabolite and error images calcula-
tion.

In the subsequent paragraphs, the most important post-
rocessing methods related directly to SI technique will be
xplained.

.1. Zero filling
The number of voxels in a particular dimension of a spectro-
copic grid corresponds to the number of phase-encoding steps
pplied during a measurement in a particular direction. Via an

fi

w
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peration called zero filling, it is possible to artificially increase
he number of voxels in the spectroscopic grid [23]. This is
chieved by adding zeros to the k-space prior to FT. The zeros
an be added to the particular k-space dimension either sym-
etrically (to both the positive and negative parts of k-space) or

symmetrically (only to one part of k-space). The latter intro-
uces an additional phase to the reconstructed signal. After FT
his operation results in an increased of number of voxels while
reserving FOV, because the distance between points in k-space
k is kept constant (the FOV size is inversely proportional to

he �k). It has to be pointed out that this operation neither really
mproves the spatial resolution of the SI experiment nor changes
he PSF. The resulting effective spatial resolution is unchanged,
nd the data does not contain any new spatial information. Zero
lling only represents an effective interpolation method based
n the properties of FT. It is often used for artificial smoothing to
mprove the appearance of the coarse spectroscopic grid. It has
o be used with care because the interpretation of spectroscopic
mages constructed from data sampled with low resolution and
ubsequently zero filled to a large matrix could lead to unre-
listic assumptions on the spatial information present in the
ata.

.2. Grid shifting

Another very useful post-processing method is grid shifting.
t enables adjusting the position of the spectroscopic grid after
easurement. This is of great advantage when objects of inter-

sts are not centered in one of the voxels in the spectroscopic
rid. This unique feature contrasts with the SVS where the posi-
ion of the voxel is fixed. Grid shifting is based on the so-called
hift theorem from which it follows that the multiplication of
he k-space by the proper phase factor prior to FT leads to the
hift of the corresponding spatial coordinate of all voxels after
T [23]. Thus, the whole spectroscopic grid can be shifted con-

inuously along the spatial dimension the phase factor has been
pplied to. An example of grid shifting is shown in Fig. 11.

.3. k-space filtering methods

In Section 6.2.1, it was described how the shape of the PSF
an be manipulated using reduced sampling and k-space weight-
ng techniques. The shape of the PSF can be further improved by
dditional post-acquisition filtering of k-space. In this case, the
-space data before FT are multiplied by a filter function with
aximal amplitude in the center of the k-space and decreas-

ng amplitude towards the k-space edges [3]. The filter causes a
ecrease in the amplitude of the side lobes and a slight increase in
he width of the main lobe of the PSF. Therefore, k-space filtering
educes the voxel bleeding effect at the expense of worsening the
ffective spatial resolution. Various filter functions can be used.
he optimal filter in terms of the trade-off between effective
patial resolution and the voxel bleeding effect is the Hamming

lter given by Eq. (8.1)

(l) = 0.54 + 0.46 cos

(
πl

2lmax

)
(8.1)
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Fig. 11. Grid shifting: Shifting of the spectroscopic grid after measurement
enables centering a selected voxel in the area of interest (marked by an arrow in
b).

Fig. 12. The influence of the Hamming filter on the point spread function shape
(thick dashed line) in comparison to the original PSF (thick solid line). The
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ectangles overlaying the PSF curves (marked by thinner lines) schematically
how the effective sizes of the resolution elements D′ associated with particular
SF shapes. The parameters of the PSF are identical to Fig. 4.

here l ranges over all sampled values and lmax stands for the
aximal sampled value of l in the given dimension of k-space.
ig. 12 shows the PSF shape without any filter and the PSF shape
fter the Hamming filter has been applied to the data.

.4. Time domain and frequency domain signal
ost-processing

The post-processing methods for FID and spectrum in indi-
idual voxels are identical to those used in SVS. For their review
he reader is referred to ref. [24]. Similarly, identical automatic
urve fitting methods for estimating the areas under the peaks
nd strategies for signal quantification as in SVS are used in SI.
he related methods are described in ref. [25]. The large num-
er of voxels to be typically processed in SI experiments require
ast and automated programs for signal fitting. Fitting routines
sed for SVS data processing can usually be adopted for SI data
sing internal or external queuing systems enabling processing
ets of SI voxels on a voxel-by-voxel basis.

.5. Display of results of a SI experiment

Since spectroscopic measurement yields a large number of
pectra from different spatial locations, it is necessary to display
he results of a SI experiment in an effective way. Various meth-
ds for displaying SI post-processed data can be used. These
ethods are based either on viewing the spectra shape after FT

r on viewing the distribution of metabolite concentrations in
etabolic maps.
The most often used method for viewing spectra shape is to
rovide an interactive view of the single spectrum of interest
see Fig. 13). For identifying the voxel of interest, an image
ith an overlaying spectroscopic grid can be displayed and the
oxel of interest can be interactively selected by a mouse click.
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F he voxel of interest can be interactively selected by a mouse click on the spectroscopic
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Fig. 14. The semi-transparent metabolite image of creatine measured in the
region of the cerebellum. Low signal values correspond to the blue color, whereas
ig. 13. The display of acquired spectra—viewing a single spectrum of interest. T
rid.

he spectrum can be displayed in high resolution, and post-
rocessing steps such as apodization or phase correction can be
nteractively implemented. This option is important when the
nspection of spectral quality in a particular region is required.

After the concentrations of metabolites have been calculated,
he concentration of a particular metabolite can be mapped onto

grey scale or color. Such a metabolic map can be overlaid
n the anatomical image to visualize the spatial distribution of
etabolite concentrations in the examined region (see Fig. 14).
When the area under the curve is obtained by a curve fitting

rocedure, the calculated concentrations (peak areas) are com-
only provided along with the error of their estimates. From the

rror values an error map can also be created to show the spa-
ial distribution of errors of estimated metabolite concentrations.

hen inspecting and evaluating metabolite images, the error
ap provides information about the validity of the computed

oncentrations and may help to detect areas with low quality
pectra.

Because a SI experiment commonly yields the concentration
f more metabolites, it is possible to map the relation between the
oncentrations to one image by generating a map of a metabolite
atio. By this approach the cumbersome procedure of absolute
uantification is avoided. In this case, some metabolite can be
sed as an internal standard. The ratio map can be more sensitive
han the concentration map in situations when a mutual negative
orrelation between two metabolites is expected (i.e., choline
ncrease with a decrease of NAA in certain brain tumors). An
rror map of metabolite ratio can also be generated. The formula
or calculating such an error map is slightly more complicated
nd requires, apart from the errors in estimates of the metabolite
ignals, the correlation coefficient between the calculated signals
f the individual metabolites included in the computed ratio [26].

. Comparison of SI and SVS techniques
In contrast to the SVS technique, where only one spectrum
rom a given location is measured, SI provides information of
he spatial distribution of the measured signal.

high signal values correspond to the red color. The lowering of the signal on
the right and lower edges of the metabolite image is attributed to the spatial
displacement of the excitation profile of creatine with respect to the excitation
profile corresponding to the reference resonance frequency of the MR system.
The mechanism of this effect is described in detail in ref. [2].
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[26] Jiru F, Skoch A, Klose U, Grodd W, Hajek M. Error images for spec-
troscopic imaging by LC Model using Cramer-Rao bounds. Magn Reson
A. Skoch et al. / European Jour

In terms of signal to noise ratio (S/N) it can be shown that
he number of phase-encoding steps applied in classical SI is
quivalent to the number of averages of the spectrum in SVS.
his means that the spectrum from a SI experiment with a matrix
ize of 16 × 16 voxels and 1 average is, in terms of S/N, com-
arable to a SVS spectrum acquired with 256 averages when
ther measurement parameters (such as TR, TE, etc.) are kept
dentical [27]. The comparison of SVS and SI in terms of S/N
s, however, limited by the voxel bleeding phenomenon present
n SI. Since the signal in SI is, due to the extended shape of the
SF, distributed among voxels, the eventual signal measured in a
I voxel depends also on the distribution of the measured signal

n the sample.
The decision whether SI or SVS technique should be used

epends on the nature of the examination. The SI technique is
enerally preferred when knowledge of the spatial distribution
f metabolite concentrations is required and when the number
f averages in SVS necessary to obtain an acceptable S/N is
omparable to the total number of phase-encoding steps in SI.

On the other hand, when a small number of averages is suffi-
ient to obtain an acceptable S/N, the SVS technique is preferred
ue to a shorter measurement time. Also, the voxel in SVS is, due
o the absence of the voxel bleeding effect, better defined than
n SI. If the effect of imperfect pulse profiles is neglected, the
eceived signal in SVS comes only from the block shaped vol-
me defining the voxel. Mixing of signals from adjacent voxels
ith different signs caused by the PSF makes absolute quan-

ification of SI data an issue. Therefore, SVS is usually the
ethod of choice when accurate quantification of metabolites

s required. Last but not the least, due to the need of shimming
larger volume of interest in SI than in SVS, the homogeneity
f the magnetic field in SI can be slightly worse, which can lead
o a broader lineshape of the spectral peaks.

. Conclusion

Combining features of MRI and MRS, spectroscopic imaging
s a unique, but complicated tool for metabolic mapping of tissue.
he basic principles and potential pitfalls in the application of

his technique have been addressed. Because many factors can
nfluence the quality of the results of a SI experiment, a good
nowledge of the principles and limitations of this technique is
mportant when SI experiments are performed and the results
re interpreted in clinical practice.
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